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The LIGO-Virgo analysis of the signals from compact binary mergers observed so far have as-
sumed in-vacuum isolated binary systems, neglecting the potential presence of astrophysical envi-
ronments. Non-trivial environments may alter gravitational-wave emission, leaving imprints that
can be observable via a characteristic dephasing of the emitted signal with respect to the vacuum
scenario. We present here the first investigation of environmental effects on the events of the first
gravitational-wave catalog (GWTC-1) by LIGO-Virgo. We include the effects of accretion and dy-
namical friction through a post-Newtonian deformation of the inspiral part of the waveform relative
to the vacuum one. We find no evidence for the presence of environmental effects in GWTC-1. Most
of the events decisively exclude the scenario of dynamical fragmentation of massive stars as their
possible formation channel. Our analysis of GW170817 results in the upper bound on the medium
density of ≲ 21 g/cm3. We find that environmental effects can substantially bias the recovered
parameters in the vacuum model, even when they are not detectable. Our results forecast that the
future 2030s detectors Einstein Telescope and B-DECIGO will be able to probe the environmental
effects of accretion disk and superradiant boson clouds on compact binaries.

Introduction. The direct observation of gravitational
waves (GWs) has already had a profound impact on our
understanding of the Universe, particularly in the physics
of black holes (BHs) and compact objects, and it promises
to be a great avenue to test fundamental physics [1].
In-depth analyses of GW data have been routinely con-
ducted by the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA (LVK) collabora-
tion, through parameter estimation, population studies,
cosmology, and tests of general relativity (GR) [2–15].
These analyses relied on the assumption that the sources
of GWs are in a vacuum environment. However, there
is a growing interest in exploring the potential effects of
astrophysical environments on these observations, par-
ticularly with regard to binary black hole (BBH) forma-
tion in dense regions, such as star clusters [16–21], active
galactic nuclei (AGN) accretion disks [22–24], or through
the dynamical fragmentation of very massive stars [25].
The physical processes that take place in environments
that harbour BHs significantly impact their formation,
dynamics and evolution, and it is therefore crucial to
characterise them. These effects are also relevant to
multi-messenger astronomy, as electromagnetic counter-
parts are expected to accompany GWs for BBH mergers
in non-vacuum environments [25–28].

Most studies of environmental effects on GW signals
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(e.g., [29–45]) have focused on sources relevant to the
frequency bandwidth of the LISA experiment [46], like
intermediate and extreme mass ratio inspirals, forecast-
ing that LISA will be sensitive to the imprints of astro-
physical environments, potentially being able to identify
the type of environment and reconstruct its model pa-
rameters [41]. The reason for the generalized focus on
LISA sources is mainly twofold: (i) the long observation
window of the inspiral stage, which allows for the accu-
mulation of usually small environmental effects, and (ii)
LISA’s sensitivity to low frequencies, which are the most
affected by environmental dephasing. LISA is expected
to become operational only by 2037 [47] and so it is im-
portant to quantify the current ability of LVK to “see”
environments.

Here, for the first time, a systematic Bayesian analy-
sis is performed in the framework of the existing LVK
GWTC-1 data, testing for the presence of environmental
effects, trying to constrain the environmental properties,
and determining whether the inclusion of environmental
effects in waveforms can bias the estimations of the GW
source parameters. A previous study using LVK data
focused on the first observed event GW150914 by com-
paring numerical relativity waveforms in vacuum versus
environment [48], which is computationally challenging
and out of scope for low-mass binaries.

We perform a parameterized post-Newtonian (PN) test
of in-vacuum GR to LVK data, allowing for the modifica-
tions to the GW phase evolution that could be induced by
environments during the inspiral part of the waveform.
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A similar type of parameterized test, but at different PN
orders, is routinely performed by LVK to test GR [12–14]
and the same framework can be used to detect non-GR
signals [49].

Our analysis could not find any support for the pres-
ence of environments, but that does not mean that there
is no environment. We estimate upper limits on density
and found that most events decisively exclude the hy-
pothesis of dynamical fragmentation. Further, we show
how future detectors like the Einstein Telescope and
space detector DECIGO will be able to probe the like-
liest scenarios: superradiant clouds, accretion disks, and
dark matter clouds.

We use geometrized units with G = c = 1. For fu-
ture reference: a supermassive BH (SMBHs) with mass
MSMBH can host environments with densities as large as:
∼ 10−8(105M⊙/MSMBH) g/cm

3 for thick accretion disks
and ∼ 0.1(105M⊙/MSMBH)

7
10 g/cm3 for thin ones [31],

∼ 10−6 g/cm3 for cold dark matter spikes [50, 51], and
∼ 0.1(105M⊙/MSMBH)

2 g/cm3 for superradiant clouds of
ultra-light bosons [52]. Compact binaries formed through
the dynamical fragmentation of a massive star [25], could
subsequently merge in a gaseous environment with a den-
sity ≳ 107 g/cm3 [48].

Environmental effects. When in astrophysical en-
vironments, the phase evolution of compact binaries is
expected to be slightly modified with respect to the vac-
uum “chirp” by effects like accretion [53–55] or dynami-
cal friction (DF) [56–60] (for details, see Ref. [61]). While
the specifics of these effects and their relative impact on
waveforms depend on the particular environment and bi-
nary source and can only be completely captured by nu-
merical simulations, there are generic (agnostic) features
that can be well captured by semi-analytic expressions.

For binaries in quasi-circular orbits, DF from the grav-
itational wake in the medium results in an energy loss

ĖDF ≈ 4πρM2I(v, η)
v

(1− 3η

η

)
, (1)

with v := (πMzf)
1
3 , where f/2 denotes the orbital fre-

quency and we define Mz := (1 + z)M , with M the bi-
nary’s total mass (in the source frame) and z the cos-
mological redshift to the source. The symmetric mass
ratio is defined as η := m1m2/M

2, ρ is the (local) aver-
age mass density of the environment, and I is a slowly
varying function of v which depends on the type of envi-
ronment; LVK sources in a gaseous media with asymp-
totic speed of sound cs have I ∼ O

(
cs/10

−3
)
. Analytic

expressions for I can be found, e.g., in [62] for gaseous
media, or [63–65] for (ultra-light) dark matter.

Accretion causes the masses of the binary components
to change through the inspiral, which also affects the
evolution of the orbital phase [66]. In collisional media,
numerical simulations (e.g., [67–71]) show that binary
accretion can be well approximated by the Bondi-Hoyle-

Lyttleton (BHL) description [72]. LVK binaries are ex-
pected to have (supersonic) orbital velocities larger than
their center of mass velocity with respect to the medium,
so that their individual BHL radii are typically compara-
ble to the binary separation distance. Led by numerical
simulations (e.g., [69, 70], but note [73]), we assume that
each binary component evolves through BHL accretion
(BHLA), which results in the total mass growth rate

ṀBHLA ≈ 4πρM2λ

v3

(1− 5η(1− η)

η3

)
, (2)

with the fudge parameter λ ∼ O(1). In media consti-
tuted by particles with larger mean free path (like parti-
cle dark matter overdensities [31, 74], or plasmas around
BHs [75]), accretion is less efficient and it is better de-
scribed by collisionless accretion (CA) [76, 77]

ṀCA ≈ 16πρM2

v

(1− 3η

η

)
. (3)

The environment can alter the evolution of the GW
phase also through other effects (like the medium’s gravi-
tational potential [74, 78, 79], acceleration of the binary’s
center of mass [34, 80], planet-like migration [29, 30, 39],
and others), but for LVK binaries the effects imparted
by DF and accretion are expected to be the most im-
portant [31, 35]. We consider diluted environments caus-
ing only small corrections to the dominant “chirp” due
to vacuum radiation-reaction. As shown in Supplemen-
tal Material (see also Ref. [31]), at linear order in ρM2,
the GW phase in environments differs from the vacuum
one by additive terms (3/128η)δΦkv

k−5, where k = −9
(−4.5PN) for CA and k = −11 (−5.5PN) for DF and
BHLA, with the coefficients given in terms of physical
parameters in Tab. I. The same −5.5PN effect on the
GW phase has also been observed in numerical relativ-
ity simulations of BBHs in gaseous media (see Fig. 2 in
Ref. [48]). We have also checked that, up to a ∼ O(1)
fudge factor, the coefficients βk of Tab. I can reproduce
the environmental effect on the chirp observed in those
simulations.

Analysis Setup. We consider a phenomenological de-
phasing parameter δΦk, such that, in frequency domain,
the GW phase with a specific environmental effect is

ϕenv = ϕvac +
3

128η
δΦkv

k−5, (4)

where k = −9 for the CA, and k = −11 for the BHLA
or DF. To generate the waveforms with the environmen-
tal correction, we followed the model-agnostic framework
of parameterized tests of GR [81–83], implemented in
the LALSimulation package of the LIGO Algorithms
Library (LAL) software suite [84]. Throughout this work,
we use the phenomenological inspiral-merger-ringdown
models IMRPhenomPv2 for binary black hole (BBH) [85–
88] and IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2 for binary neutron
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TABLE I. Dependence of the environmental dephasing coef-
ficients on the physical parameters (see Supplemental Mate-
rial). We write δΦk = −βkρ̃M

2, with ρ̃ denoting ρ for CA, λρ
for BHLA, and Iρ for DF. The effects enter at k/2-th PN or-
der in the GW phase.

Effect βk k

CA 125π(1− 3η)

357η2
−9

BHLA 125π[1− 5η(1− η)]

1824η4
−11

DF 25π(1− 3η)

304η3
−11

FIG. 1. Mismatch (MM ) as function of the dephasing param-
eter (δΦk) for a set a non-spinning equal-mass binary systems.
The solid line refers to the effect of CA (k = −9), while the
dashed line to BHLA or DF (k = −11).

star (BNS) systems [89], which incorporate spin-induced
precession effects.

We quantify the difference between a vacuum wave-
form (hvac) and an environment one (henv) by computing
the mismatch, which is defined as

MM (hvac, henv) = 1− max
tref ,φref

⟨hvac |henv⟩√
⟨hvac |hvac⟩⟨henv |henv⟩

, (5)

with the maximization taken over an overall phase φref

and time tref . The bracket denotes the inner-product
weighted by the detector noise power spectral density
(PSD). We considered the Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) at
design sensitivity aLIGOZeroDetHighPower [90], the Ein-
stein Telescope (ET) [91][92], and B-DECIGO [93] (an
initial version of DECIGO [94]), with the corresponding
lower cutoff frequencies set to 15Hz, 5Hz, and 0.1Hz, re-
spectively, while computing the inner product. Figure 1
shows the mismatch curves for a set of binary systems us-

ing the aLIGO sensitivity curve, indicating that with a
BNS system, the aLIGO is sensitive to much smaller de-
phasing coefficients (∼ 4–6 orders of magnitude smaller)
than in the case of BBHs, which is due to the significantly
fewer inspiral cycles in the band for the latter system.
We note that the mismatch curves are symmetric about
δΦk = 0, but the waveforms are not: a negative value
of δΦk results in a shorter waveform than the vacuum
model, while the opposite happens for a positive value.

We carry out a Bayesian parameter estimation analysis
to measure the dephasing parameters δΦk and quantify
the evidence for the presence of an environment. We
compare two hypotheses: (i) the data d is described by
the environmental model Henv that allows nonzero values
of the dephasing parameter δΦk, versus (ii) d is described
by the vacuum model Hvac without additional parame-
ters; and we calculate the resulting Bayes factor Benv

vac .
We estimate the magnitude of the environmental effects
by computing the marginalized posterior probability dis-
tribution of the δΦk parameter within Henv, integrating
the posterior distribution p(θ⃗ | d,Henv) over the nuisance
parameters,

p (δΦk | d) =
∫  ∏

θ⃗ \{δΦk}

dθi

 p(θ⃗ | d,Henv), (6)

where θ⃗ := {θi} is the set of model parameters for Henv.
The posterior distribution is obtained using Bayes’ rule
for a given prior distribution of the model parameters.
The hypotheses share the same prior distribution for
their common parameters and we consider a (uninfor-
mative) zero-centered uniform prior distribution for δΦk

in Henv. As we see in Fig. 1, the width of the mismatch
curve for low-mass systems is significantly narrower than
for a high-mass system—a suitable prior range of δΦk is
crucial to ensure the sampler convergence on the global
maximum.

We choose to vary a single phase parameter at a
time to address specific environmental effects leading to
phase deformation. We use the nested sampling algo-
rithm [95–97] implemented in the LALInference [98]
and Bilby [99] packages to evaluate the integral over the
model parameter space and calculate the Bayes factor.

Density constraints from GWTC-1. We analyze
individually each event of GWTC-1 to measure the ev-
idence for environmental effects in the data [100, 101]
from the LIGO [102] and Virgo [103] instruments. Ta-
ble II shows the values of log10 Benv

vac for environmen-
tal effects with k = {−9,−11} relative to the vacuum
model. We find negative values of the log Bayes factor
for all events, except for GW151012. Since this event
was observed with a low statistical significance [2, 104]
and the Bayes factor that we found is relatively small
(log10 Benv

vac < 1), this result is indecisive. Therefore,
we do not find any support for environmental effects
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δΦ−9 −2.09 0.86 −4.20 −1.29 −4.95 – −1.91 −3.17 −5.45 −2.55 –
δΦ−11 −3.30 0.77 −5.52 −3.33 −6.17 – −2.59 −2.81 −6.47 −2.57 –

TABLE II. Logarithmic Bayes factor (log10 Benv
vac ) for the GWTC-1 events. For the events GW170729 and GW170823, we could

not find informative δΦk posteriors even with a broad prior range due to the low SNR of their inspiral.

in the data of GWTC-1. But this also does not mean
that we have evidence for the vacuum model instead.
The environmental corrections that we consider enter
into the early inspiral phase, where LIGO-like detectors
are weakly sensitive. Even if a binary evolves in a (low-
density) medium, its detection might be challenging be-
cause of noise domination. But we can estimate the up-
per limits on the environment density using the poste-
rior samples of δΦk, together with the ones of the binary
masses.

The environmental effects are responsible for nega-
tive values of δΦk, but the sampler is not limited to
those as we also intend to conduct a model-independent
vacuum GR test (see Supplemental Material). To put
upper bounds on the density, we select only the sam-
ples with negative δΦk values and calculate the den-
sity for the individual environmental effects using the
conversion formulas listed in Tab. I [105]. Figure 2
shows the 90% upper bound on the density posterior ob-
tained considering specific environmental effects. Our re-
sults for the events GW150914, GW151226, GW170104,
GW170608, GW170814, and GW170817 show the den-
sity constraint ρ̃ ≲ (20–2× 106) g/cm3, which decisively
rules out the binary formation scenario of dynamical frag-
mentation [25, 48]. The remaining events’ low inspiral
SNR with fewer inspiral cycles in the band led to poor
density constraints—inconclusive for that scenario. We
find the notable bound ρ̃ ≲ 21 g/cm3 from GW170817,
which is the foremost constraint from GWTC-1 (roughly
the density of gold at room temperature on Earth).

Forecasts for future observations. To understand
the detectability of environmental effects with future de-
tectors, we carry out a set of injection analyses mimicking
events like GW150914, GW170608, and GW170817 using
the aLIGO sensitivity curve, and perform a mismatch-
based prediction for ET and B-DECIGO. We select the
maximum likelihood sample from the standard vacuum
model analysis on real data from the Bilby GWTC-1
rerun [106, 107]. Then, we add a set of δΦk values to
manipulate the individual environmental effects with a
monotonically increasing density parameter.

For aLIGO, we conduct Bayesian analysis with zero-
noise realization considering a fixed injection SNR (ρinj)
of 25 and compare the environment versus vacuum mod-
els. Figure 3 shows the values of log10 Benv

vac using the

FIG. 2. 90% upper bounds on the environmental density ob-
tained considering the effect of CA (blue triangle), BHLA (red
cross), and DF (green diamond).

aLIGO sensitivity curve for densities in the range 0.1–
108 g/cm3. The effect of DF in GW170817, GW170608,
GW150914-like events is detectable when ρ̃ ≳ (10, 4 ×
104, 106) g/cm3, respectively. The effect of CA is de-
tectable only for media ∼ 10–100 times denser. When the
environment density is set to be half of the (threshold)
detectable value, it can still be measurable even though
it is not detectable. This is because in the comparison:
environment versus vacuum, the environment hypothesis
is hit by the Occam’s razor factor, due to the extra de-
phasing parameter included in Henv. That also explains
why almost all log10 Benv

vac values in Tab. II are negative.
Figure 4 shows that non-trivial environments lead to a
potential stealth bias in the recovered parameters with a
vacuum model analysis: a larger value of chirp mass with
a more asymmetric mass ratio and a higher effective spin
can better represent the environment waveform than the
actual binary parameters.

To study the observability of environments with future
detectors like ET and B-DECIGO we use an alternative
approach. The Bayes factor between two competitive
models can be approximated as lnBenv

vac ≈ ρ2inj(1−FF 2)/2
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FIG. 3. Logarithmic Bayes factor dependence on the medium
density, showing the detectability of different environmen-
tal effects with the aLIGO sensitivity curve, for GW150914,
GW170608, and GW170817-like injections in zero noise real-
ization. We omit the BHLA curve since it follows very closely
the DF one.

when Henv is true [108], where FF refers to the fit-
ting factor of the injected waveform (hinj ∈ Henv) with
the vacuum waveform, such that the match between
hvac and hinj is maximized over all the parameters in
Hvac. We assume FF ≈ 1 − MM ignoring the correla-
tion between δΦk and the physical parameters in Hvac.
Finally, MM is a function only of the dephasing pa-
rameter δΦk, which in turn is determined by the en-
vironment density and the binary parameters through
the expressions in Tab. I. Figure 5 shows the curves of
injected SNR versus environment density necessary to
achieve log10 Benv

vac = 3 for events like GW170817 and
GW170608. Our results suggest that ET will be sen-
sitive to the effect of DF in a GW170817-like event for
an environment with ρ̃ ≳ 10−3 g/cm3 and to CA effects
in a medium ∼ 103 times denser. As could be already
anticipated, due to its better low frequency coverage, B-
DECIGO will be sensitive to much lower densities; DF
effects in a GW170817-like event will be detectable for
an environment with ρ̃ ≳ 10−12 g/cm3 and CA effects for
a density ∼ 104 times larger.

A forecast based on the Fisher information matrix was
previously performed in Ref. [35]. Overall, our results
are more pessimistic (by a few orders of magnitude) than
the Fisher analysis: we find a threshold density for de-
tectability larger by roughly 2 orders of magnitude for
aLIGO and ET; the difference is larger for DECIGO,
because we consider the 2030s B-DECIGO.

FIG. 4. Posterior distribution of the chirp mass (Mc), mass
ratio (q), and effective spin (χeff) using the models Hvac and
Henv with nonzero δΦ−11. We injected GW170817-like wave-
forms deformed by the effect of DF for a set of environment
densities (shown in bottom x-axis), using the aLIGO sen-
sitivity curve. The top x-axis shows the logarithmic Bayes
factor values for Hvac versus Henv. Small red marks indicate
the injection parameter values.

Discussion and Conclusions. We have designed
a model-agnostic Bayesian analysis for detecting the ex-
istence of environments surrounding compact binaries.
For that, we modelled the waveform considering environ-
mental corrections at −4.5PN and −5.5PN associated to
the leading effect of accretion and dynamical friction at
linear order in ϵ := ρ̃M2

z ≪ 1. We checked that higher
order terms in ϵ, which affect the phasing at more nega-
tive PN orders, are indeed sub-leading and do not alter
our results for the systems we studied (see Supplemen-
tal Material). We analyzed individually each event in
GWTC-1 and found no evidence for the presence of envi-
ronments. In addition, we used our Bayesian analysis to
derive upper bounds on the densities of GWTC-1 binary
surroundings. Our results for GW150914, GW151226,
GW170104, GW170608, GW170814, and GW170817 de-
cisively rules out the scenario of dynamical fragmentation
of massive stars as a possible formation channel for these
events [25]. Our results for GW150914 are also in excel-
lent agreement with the findings of Ref. [48], which used
numerical relativity waveforms in gaseous environments.

Even if a compact binary is found evolving in a (low-
density) medium, the detection of environmental effects
with LIGO-like detectors is challenging, since such detec-
tors are not very sensitive to the early inspiral stage, and
the extra dephasing parameter incurs the Occam’s razor
penalty, resulting in less evidence for the environment
model. We found that a medium density can actually be
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FIG. 5. Curves of required SNR for a given density value to
achieve log10 Benv

vac = 3 for a specific environmental effect, in
the configuration of the third-generation detector ET (cyan
shade) and the Japanese space detector B-DECIGO (gray
shade). The dots represent the expected SNR if we replace the
LIGO-Hanford detector with those future detectors. Again,
we omit the BHLA curve since it follows very closely the DF
one.

measurable, even when its value is half of the threshold
for detectability (log10 Benv

vac ≳ 0). We also show that en-
vironmental effects can substantially bias the recovered
parameters of the vacuum model, even when they are not
detectable. Finally, our zero-noise injection analyses in-
dicate that LIGO-like detectors will be capable to see en-
vironments (at least) as dilute as ρ̃ ∼ 10g/cm3—roughly
the density of lead at room temperature on Earth. While
they may in the future definitively exclude the dynamical
fragmentation scenario, environments like accretion disk
and dark matter overdensities seem to be out of reach.

We have also analysed the prospects for future (2030s)
detectors like ET and B-DECIGO. We demonstrated
that ET will be sensitive to the effects of dynamical fric-
tion and Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion for media as di-
lute as ρ̃ ∼ 10−3 g/cm3, implying that it may be capable
of detecting environmental effects on a compact binary
merging within dense (thin) accretion disks or superra-
diant clouds hosted by a SMBH. Our results are even
more promising for B-DECIGO, indicating that it will
be sensitive to DF and BHLA effects from environments
as dilute as ρ̃ ∼ 10−12 g/cm3, which covers, e.g., most ac-
cretion disk densities, superradiant clouds of ultra-light
bosons, or cold dark matter spikes.

In this work we performed a model-agnostic analy-
sis since our goal was to assess the overall capability of
LIGO-like and near-future 2030s detectors in probing en-
vironments and to derive the first (order of magnitude)

constraints on environments from current observations.
This also justifies our (unphysical) choice for consider-
ing particular environmental effects separately. In future
work, we plan to focus on specific environments (like ac-
cretion disks and superradiant clouds), considering simul-
taneously several environmental effects entering at dif-
ferent PNs, and to study the distinguishability between
different environments with compact binaries (see, e.g.,
the study of Ref. [41] for EMRIs). We also plan to ex-
tend our modelling to asymmetric binaries. As the events
in GWTC-1 are nearly equal mass binaries, we analyzed
them using a quadrupolar waveform model. To analyze
the events in GWTC-2/3 which contain many asymmet-
ric binaries, we need to include the contribution of higher
multipoles, which become more relevant with increasing
mass ratio. In a follow-up work, we will focus on build-
ing an environmental waveform model including higher
harmonics.
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mass M , the separation distance evolves over a length-
scale ∼ 103 km (M/60M⊙)

1/3, which is smaller than the
typical length-scale of all environments we are inter-
ested in this work (e.g., the size of AGN accretion disks
is ∼ 1011 km [112]). Thus, we assume that the BBH is
not able to probe the medium density profile, and effec-
tively evolves on a static uniform density environment.
By assuming a static density profile, we are neglecting the
feedback of the BBH on the environment (see, e.g., [113]);
this is admittedly a strong assumption, since the binary is
expected to dynamically heat and deplete its surround-
ings, and may even create a “cavity” devoid of matter
(as it happens in circumbinary disks [23]). Nevertheless,
if BBHs are formed close enough to merger and do not
describe too many orbits, the (average) density of the lo-
cal environment may remain considerably unchanged (as
seen in Ref. [48]).

We now follow the same approach as Ref. [31] to com-
pute the leading PN contribution of accretion and dy-
namical friction to the dephasing of the GW signal with
respect to the vacuum waveform [114]. At leading or-
der, the rate of energy loss into GWs is given by the
quadrupole formula [115]

ĖGW ≈ 32

5
η2v10, (7)

using also Kepler’s third law. For close to equal-mass
binaries, the rate of energy loss due to the (tangential)
DF is given by Eq. 1 in the main text. Now, at leading
(Newtonian) order, the total orbital energy is

Eorb = −1

2
ηMv2, (8)

so, from conservation of energy Ėorb = −ĖGW− ĖDF, we
arrive at the relation

ḟ ≈ 96π
8
3

5
ηM

5
3 f

11
3 + 12

(1− 3η

η2

)
ρI +

5

2

fṀ

M
, (9)

where we used that η̇ ≈ 0 for close to equal-mass binaries.
For Ṁ we consider both BHL and collisionless types of
accretion given respectively by Eqs. 2 and 3 in the main
text.

Using the stationary phase approximation we can write
the Fourier transform of the plus and cross polarization
waveforms as [116]

h̃+,× = A+,×(f)e
iϕ+,×(f), (10)

where at leading order (and for the mode m = 2),

A+,× ≈ Q+,×

D
η

1
2M

5
6 f− 7

6 , (11)

ϕ+ ≈ 2πft(f)− φ(f)− π

4
, (12)

ϕ× = ϕ+ +
π

2
, (13)

FIG. 6. Mismatch as function of the medium density for
a GW150914-like event using the actual GW150914’s PSD.
The vertical line shows (approximately) the 90% upper bound
from Fig. 2 for DF and BHLA. The hL

env and hfull
env denote,

respectively, the environment waveform truncated at linear
order in ρM2 and the full one. We consider simultaneously
the environmental effects from DF and BHLA.

with Q+,×(ι) a real function of the binary inclination ι,
and where D is the binary distance, and f is the GW
frequency. The t(f) and φ(f) are roughly the instant
and the phase when the signal has a frequency f ; more
precisely, they are defined as

t(f) := tc −
∫ +∞

f

df ′ 1

ḟ ′
, (14)

φ(f) := φc −
∫ +∞

f

df ′ 2πf
′

ḟ ′
. (15)

In our regime of interest, in which the environmental
effects are much smaller than the gravitational radiation-
reaction, DF and accretion are responsible only for a
slow dephasing of the waveform with respect to vacuum,
which, at linear order in ρM2 ≪ 1, can be expressed as

ϕ+ ≈ 2πftc − φc −
π

4

+
3

128η v5
(
1 + δPN

vac + δDF + δaccr
)
, (16)

where δPN
vac contains the PN vacuum GR corrections, and

with the environmental dephasing parameters

δDF ≈ −25π(1− 3η)

304 η3
IρM2v−11, (17)

and

δaccr ≈

{
− 125π[1−5η(1−η)]

1824 η4 λρM2v−11 (BHLA),
− 125π(1−3η)

357 η2 ρM2v−9 (CA),
(18)
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Thus, DF and BHLA are both responsible for a −5.5PN
correction, while CA for a −4.5PN one to the GW phase.

The higher order terms in ρM2 contributing to the full
environment waveform are responsible for more negative
PN order deformations than the linear terms that we con-
sidered in our analysis, but we have checked that, for the
binary systems studied in this work, they will not change
significantly our results. More precisely, we verified
that the mismatch between the environment waveform
truncated at linear order in ρM2 and the full environ-
ment waveform, MM (hL

env, h
full
env), is always much smaller

than the mismatch between the environment waveform
truncated at linear order and the vacuum waveform,
MM (hL

env, hvac), for densities smaller than (or compara-
ble to) the 90% upper bounds derived in Fig. 2. Figure 6
shows one such check for a GW150914-like event, consid-
ering the simultaneous effect of DF and BHLA. The full
waveform deformation (including all powers in ρM2) was
expressed analytically in terms of hypergeometric func-
tions from the evaluation of integrals (14) and (15).

Posterior distributions

We have analyzed each BBH event in GWTC-1 us-
ing the on-source data, PSD, and calibration uncertainty
provided by the Gravitational Wave Open Science Center
(GWOSC) [100, 101, 117]. We have performed the pa-
rameter estimation analyses using the IMRPhenomPv2 and
IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2 waveform models for BBH
and BNS systems, respectively. Our results for the
marginalized posterior distributions for the dephasing pa-
rameters are shown in Fig. 7.

Out of the eleven events analyzed, informative pos-
terior distributions were successfully obtained for nine
events, for both −4.5PN and −5.5PN deformations of
the (inspiral) waveform. However, for GW170729 and
GW170823, the obtained posterior distributions were
uninformative. An uninformative posterior distribution
suggests that the data did not impose stringent con-
straints on the parameters. As a result, the posterior dis-
tributions closely resembled the prior distributions. This
indicates that the GW data available for these events did
not provide sufficient information to make precise infer-
ences about the dephasing parameters. Notably, these
events involve binaries with component BHs that stood
out as the most massive in the GWTC-1 catalog. Specif-
ically, GW170729 has progenitor masses of 50.2M⊙ and
24M⊙, resulting in the formation of the most massive
remnant BH in GWTC-1. Similarly, for GW170823, the
component masses were 39.5M⊙ and 29.0M⊙.

In contrast, the BNS system—with the smallest to-
tal mass in the catalog—yielded the narrowest distribu-
tions for the dephasing parameters: an impressive 10−13

and 10−15 for k = −9 and k = −11, respectively. The
next highest constraints pertains to the lowest-mass BBH

systems: GW151226 and GW170608. These events pro-
duced posterior distributions for the dephasing param-
eters of exceptional precision, with widths of 10−8 and
10−9 for k = −9 and k = −11, respectively. Interest-
ingly, GW170608 shows a faint bimodal tendency. There
may be different reasons for this: one factor could stem
from the presence of noise below 30Hz in the Hanford
data, which led us to choose a lower cutoff frequency of
30Hz for H1 and 20Hz for L1 (the same choice that was
made by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration).

Despite the large mass of its BBH components, the first
observed event (GW150914) shows a unambiguous pos-
terior distribution for both dephasing parameters. This
is attributed to the event’s high SNR, which compen-
sates for its brief inspiral stage (in band) due to its
large mass. The extent of information that can be de-
rived from each segment of the signal relies on the SNR
specific to the stage of coalescence being analysed. In
analyses conducted by the LVK collaboration, param-
eterized inspiral tests are typically employed solely on
signals that exhibit an inspiral SNR exceeding 6 [12–
14]. However, in this work, we refrain from imple-
menting this SNR threshold. If we were to apply this
criterion, it would result in a subset of events com-
prising GW150914, GW151226, GW170104, GW170608,
GW170814 and GW170817. This indicates that the re-
maining events have a lower inspiral SNR, posing chal-
lenges in extracting information from their signals.

The GW151012’s posterior distribution shows an un-
usual pattern characterized by a bimodal tendency within
a range excluding zero. This event was observed with
a low SNR and one of the least significant events in
GWTC-1 [2, 104]. The combination of these factors,
together with the presence of relatively massive binary
components (23.2M⊙ and 13.6M⊙), contributes to the
features observed in its posterior distribution. The same
reasoning applies to GW170818 and GW170809, which
also display a particular behavior, with the zero value po-
sitioned at the edge of the 90% confidence interval. These
events have binary components with masses in the range
20–30M⊙, resulting in fewer observable cycles within the
frequency range in which the detector operates. Even
though GW170104’s SNR is greater than 6, its poste-
rior distributions for the dephasing parameters display
distinct characteristics, being notably broad. This large
component masses (and associated few cycles in band)
likely contributes to the flatness observed in these distri-
butions.
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FIG. 7. Marginalized posterior distributions for the dephasing parameters δΦ−9 (in orange) and δΦ−11 (in blue) from the GW
observations of compact binaries from GWTC-1. The horizontal lines show the 90% credible intervals.


